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Document-level sentiment classification aims to predict a user’s sentiment polarity in a document about a
product. Most existing methods only focus on review contents and ignore users who post reviews. In fact,
when reviewing a product, different users have different word-using habits to express opinions (i.e., word-
level user preference), care about different attributes of the product (i.e., aspect-level user preference), and
have different characteristics to score the review (i.e., polarity-level user preference). These preferences have
great influence on interpreting the sentiment of text. To address this issue, we propose a model called Hier-
archical User Attention Network (HUAN), which incorporates multi-level user preference into a hierarchical
neural network to perform document-level sentiment classification. Specifically, HUAN encodes different
kinds of information (word, sentence, aspect, and document) in a hierarchical structure and imports user
embedding and user attention mechanism to model these preferences. Empirical results on two real-world
datasets show that HUAN achieves state-of-the-art performance. Furthermore, HUAN can also mine impor-
tant attributes of products for different users.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The emergence of online consumer review platforms, such as Tripadvisor1 and Yelp2, allow users
to express their opinions on a wide variety of products and services. The popularity of such plat-
forms has resulted in large amounts of online reviews created by different users. These reviews are
useful to customers for getting a better understanding of products and to merchants for improving
their products and services. However, the volume of reviews grows so rapidly that it is difficult to
mine needed information from these reviews manually. Much work in sentiment analysis has been
done to alleviate this problem, including sentiment classification [16–20, 35, 41, 42, 44], opinion
summarization [8, 39], and automatic extraction of aspects [9, 40].

This article focuses on the task of document-level sentiment classification, which is a funda-
mental problem of sentiment analysis. This task is to predict a user’s overall sentiment polarity of
a document about a product [21, 24].

Motivated by successful applications of deep neural networks in computer vision [3], speech
recognition [5], and natural language processing [4], many models [13, 30, 37] based on neural
networks are proposed to perform sentiment classification. These models take a review as input,
generate its semantic representation using well-designed neural networks, and classify it based
on the representation. Even though these methods obtain good performance, they only focus on
the text content and ignore users who post these reviews. Actually, users are very important fac-
tors in determining the sentiment polarity of reviews, which contains word-level user preference
(WrdUP), aspect-level user preference (AspUP), and polarity-level user preference (PolUP). Table 1
presents reviews, with respect to 1–5 rating scales, posted by two users (User1 and User2) in our
dataset to show these preferences:

—WrdUP: Different users have different word-using habits to express opinions. “Good” is a
positive word and should often appear in high-rating (such as 4-star or 5-star) reviews and
User2 frequently accords with the habit, while User1 often violates the habit. For example,
although “good” appears in User1’s first sample, the overall score is only 2-star. Actually,
“good” in this case is in a sarcasm style.

—AspUP:When scoring a product (such as “hotel”), different users care about different aspects,
where aspects refers to a product’s or service’s properties (or attributes), such as “service”
and “price.” Identifying important aspects for each user is beneficial to score reviews posted
by them. From Table 1, we can find User1 cares about service more than User2, because
User1 often comments “service,” and service has a strong correlation with the overall score
of User1’s review, while User2 rarely comments “service” and the correlation is negligible
for him/her.

—PolUP: Different users have different characteristics in scoring reviews. Table 1 shows that
User1 is a critical user and often writes reviews in low-rating intervals (such as 1-star or
2-star), while User2 is a lenient one and always posts reviews with high ratings (such as
4-star or 5-star). The average score of User1 and User2 in training sets are 1.96 and 4.32,
respectively.

A model that is agnostic to user differences will lose these preferences and performance suffers.
Recently, some models [2, 6, 35, 36] have incorporated user information into sentiment classifica-
tion; however, they only consider such information partially (Table 2). First, they all obtain review
representation directly from words or sentences and ignore aspects in modeling reviews. Consid-
ering aspects in modeling reviews can get better review representation and boost document-level

1http://www.tripadvisor.com/.
2https://www.yelp.com/.
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Table 1. Samples in Tripadvisor, a Dataset Used in This Article (Section 3.1),

Show Multi-Level User Preference

User Score Text

User1

2 ... The place is really good with nothing in the area. The service is also terrible. ...

2
... That is all of the good things about this hotel. Bad service: unfriendly staff and
only one person at the reception. ...

5 ... Cake tastes delicious, very friendly staff and good happy hour ....

User2

5 ... The food is very good and decently priced for here. ...
4 ... Massive bed, excellent shower, and good view. ...

5
... Although the service is not that perfect, this hotel is also very good, it contains
excellent location and reasonable price! ...

The score range of these reviews are 1-5. Bold words in review text, underlined words in review text and review score
show WrdUP, AspUP, and PolUP respectively.

Table 2. Comparison of Various Approaches for

Incorporating User Information into Sentiment

Classification

WrdUP AspUP PolUP

Tang et al. (35) � – �
Tang et al. (36) � – –
Chen et al. (2) � – –
Dou (6) � – –
HUAN � � �
“�” denotes the specific preference is considered in model,
while “–” denotes not.

sentiment classification (Section 3). Second, Tang et al. [35, 36] use matrix and vector to represent
users to consider WrdUP and PolUP, and integrate them into a convolution neural network for
review rating prediction. However, it is hard to train with limited reviews, especially for user ma-
trix [2]. Third, although Chen et al. (2) and Dou (6) represent users as a vector to consider WrdUP
and merge them into a hierarchical LSTM model or deep memory network to perform sentiment
classification, they ignore AspUP and PopUP.
To fully take user information into consideration, we propose a model called Hierarchical User

Attention Network (HUAN), which has three characteristics: (1) Inspired by other hierarchical
models [2, 45], HUAN also utilizes a hierarchical structure to encode different kinds of informa-
tion from word-level, sentence-level, and aspect-level to document-level. The main difference be-
tween HUAN and other hierarchical models is that HUAN contains an aspect-level representation
layer. In classical hierarchical structures, they model review as a combination of sentences and ig-
nore aspects. In fact, review contains a user’s attitudes to aspects, therefore we model review as a
combination of aspects. (2) HUAN introduces user information as attentions over word-level rep-
resentation and aspect-level representation to consider WrdUP and AspUP. (3) To consider PolUP,
our model generates document representation by combining user and document information, and
utilizes this representation for classification.
In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

—We propose a model (HUAN) to fully incorporate user information into document-level
sentiment classification, and consider WrdUP, AspUP, and PolUP jointly (Section 2).

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process., Vol. 18, No. 1, Article 7. Publication date: November 2018.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of HUAN. Given a review, HUAN gets word-level, sentence-level, aspect-level, and

document-level representation in turn. Sample aspects in the figure are service, food, facility, and room. To

considerWrdUP and AspUP, HUAN introduces user information as attentions over word-level representation

and aspect-level representation. To incorporate PolUP, HUAN gets review representation by concatenating

user embedding and document-level representation.

—Different from other hierarchical structures [2, 45], HUAN imports an aspect-level represen-
tation layer and experiments on two datasets demonstrate this layer is useful for document-
level sentiment classification (Section 3).

—We conduct experiments on two real-world datasets to verify the effectiveness of HUAN.
The experimental results show that HUAN outperforms state-of-the-art methods signifi-
cantly (Section 3). Furthermore, HUAN can also mine the important aspects for different
users (Section 4).

2 HIERARCHICAL USER ATTENTION NETWORK

The overall architecture of HUAN is shown in Figure 1. It consists of six parts: a word sequence
encoder, a word-level attention layer, a sentence sequence encoder, a sentence-level attention layer,
an aspect-level attention layer, and a review representation layer. Table 3 provides a summary of
notations used in this article.
Suppose we have a corpus D about a specific domain (such as hotel) andm pre-defined aspects

{a1,a2, . . . ,am }, such as service and location. Detailed information about the pre-defined aspects
is presented in Section 3.2. Review d is a sample of D and its author is du . There are n sentences
in d and each sentence si is labeled by a set of aspects using Aspect Segmentation algorithm [38],
which is shown in Section 3.2. The primary goal of HUAN is to correctly classify document d . In
the following sections, we describe the details of different components.

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process., Vol. 18, No. 1, Article 7. Publication date: November 2018.
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Table 3. Summary of Notations Used in This Article

Symbol Description
D review corpus.
C the number of sentiment labels in D.
d a sample review.
дd the ground truth label for review d .
m the number of all aspects in D.
n the number of sentence in d .
ai an aspect i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}.
du , du the author of d and its embedding.
si , si a sentence in d and its representation, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,n}.
li the number of words in si , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,n}.
wi j ,wi j a word in si and its embedding, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,n} and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , li }.
A sentence-aspect matrix ∈ Rn×m , if si is assigned to aj Ai j = 1, otherwise Ai j = 0.
hi j hidden representation ofwi j in d , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,n} and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , li }.
hi hidden representation of si in d , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,n}.
xi aspect representation of ai in d , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}.
d document representation of d .
rd review representation of d .
αi j , βi j attention weights at word-level and sentence-level.
γi attention weight at aspect-level in d .

2.1 LSTM-Based Sequence Encoder

Long short-term memory network (LSTM) [10] is a special form of recurrent neural networks
(RNNs), which processes sequence data and alleviates the problem of gradient diffusion and ex-
plosion. LSTM can capture the long dependencies in a sequence by introducing a memory unit
and a gate mechanism.
Formally, the update of each LSTM component can be formalized as

it = σ (Wixt + Uiht−1), (1)

ft = σ (Wf xt + Uf ht−1), (2)

ot = σ (Woxt + Uoht−1), (3)

c̃t = tanh(Wcxt + Ucht−1), (4)

ct = ft � ct−1 + it � c̃t , (5)

ht = ot � tanh(ct ), (6)

where σ is the logistic sigmoid function. Operator � is the element-wise multiplication operation.
it , ft , ot , and ct are the input gate, forget gate, output gate, and memory cell activation vector at
timestep t , respectively, all of which have the same size as the hidden vector ht .Wi ,Wf ,Wo , and
Ui , Uf , Uo are trainable parameters.

2.2 Hierarchical User Attention

Word Encoder. Given sentence si , we embed each wordwi j to vectorwi j ∈ Rew , where ew is the di-
mension of word embeddings. Then we use a bidirectional LSTM to encode contextual information

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process., Vol. 18, No. 1, Article 7. Publication date: November 2018.
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of wordwi j into its hidden representation hi j as follows:

−→
h i j =

−−−−→
LSTM(wi j ), (7)

←−
h i j =

←−−−−
LSTM(wi j ), (8)

hi j =
−→
h i j ⊕ ←−h i j , (9)

where
−−−−→
LSTM(·) and −−−−→LSTM(·) indicates the forward and backward process of LSTM, and ⊕ is the

concatenating operator.

Word-Level Attention. It is obvious that not all words contribute equally to sentence meaning,
especially for different users. To model WrdUP, we introduce a user attention mechanism to treat
words differently in a sentence and get the sentence representation using Equation (10):

si =
∑
j

αi jhi j , (10)

where αi j measures the importance of the jth word for the current user. We embed user du as
continuous and real-valued vector du ∈ Reu , where eu is the dimensions of user embeddings. Then
we compute αi j as follows:

mi j = tanh(Wwhhi j +Wwudu + bw ), (11)

αi j =
exp(vTwmi j )∑
j exp(v

T
wmi j )

, (12)

whereWwh , Wwu , bw , and vw are parameters in the attention layer.

Sentence Encoder.After obtaining sentence vector si , we also use a bidirectional LSTM to encode
the sentences:

−→
h i =

−−−−→
LSTM(si ), (13)

←−
h i =

←−−−−
LSTM(sj ), (14)

hi =
−→
h i ⊕ ←−h i , (15)

where
−−−−→
LSTM(·) and −−−−→LSTM(·) indicates the forward and backward process of LSTM, and hi sum-

marizes the neighbor sentences around sentence i but still focuses on sentence i.

Sentence-Level Attention. Here, we get aspect representation from sentence encoder representa-
tion. After assigning each sentence with one or more aspects using Aspect Segmentation algorithm
[38], we use a matrix A ∈ Rn×m to record sentence-aspect information. If sentence si is assigned
to aspect aj , Ai j equals to 1, and otherwise Ai j equals to 0. Then we get aspect representation xk
for aspect ak by merging sentences that are assigned to aspect ak : as follows:

For arbitrary aspect ak , there are three situations: (1) no sentence is assigned to ak (
∑

i Aik = 0),
(2) only one sentence is assigned to ak (

∑
i Aik = 1), and (3) more than one sentence is assigned

to ak (
∑

i Aik > 1). For situation (1), we use zero vector to represent xk . For situation (2), we use
the representation of the sentence which is assigned to aspect ak to represent xk . For situation (3),
different sentences may have different effects on the aspect representation xk , so we use sentence
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attention to treat sentences differently. Specifically,

zik = tanh(Wshhi + bs ), (16)

βik =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

0
∑

i Aik = 0
1

∑
i Aik = 1

Aik exp(v
T
s zik )∑

i Aik exp(v
T
s zik )

∑
i Aik > 1

, (17)

xk =
∑
i

βikhi , (18)

(19)

where βik measures the importance of sentence si for aspect ak . Wsh , bs , and vs are parameters
in the attention layer.

Aspect-Level Attention. After obtaining aspect representation, we obtain document representa-
tion. Different users care about different aspects. To get better document representation, we need
to get customized aspect weights for each user. Therefore, we introduce user attention mechanism
to treat aspects differently based on different users. Formally, the document representation d can
be computed as follows:

ti = tanh(Wahxi +Waudu + ba ), (20)

γi =
exp(vTa ti )∑
i exp(v

T
a ti )
, (21)

d =
∑
i

γixi , (22)

where γi measures the importance of jth aspect for user du , which shows du ’s preference about
aspect ai . du is du ’s embedding vector.Wah ,Wau , ba , and va are parameters in the attention layer.

Review Representation. To consider PolUP, we get review representation rd by concatenating
user embedding du and document representation d using Equation (23):

rd = du ⊕ d. (23)

2.3 Document-Level Sentiment Classification

The review representation rd is a high level representation of the combination of user informa-
tion and document information and can be used as features for document classification. We use a
softmax layer to project rd into sentiment distribution p(d ) over C classes:

p(d ) = softmax(Wcrd + b). (24)

pc (d ) is used to represent the predicted probability of sentiment class c for review d . Then we
define the cross-entropy error between gold sentiment distribution and our model’s sentiment
distribution as our loss function:

L = −
∑
d ∈D

C∑
c=1

1{дd = c} · log(pc (d )), (25)

where 1{·} is the indicator function and дd represents the ground truth label for review d .

3 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present the datasets used in our experiments and data preprocessing, aspect
segmentation algorithm, training, and evaluation details, all the classificationmethodswe compare
in experiments and the empirical results on the task of document-level sentiment classification.

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process., Vol. 18, No. 1, Article 7. Publication date: November 2018.
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Table 4. Statistics of Different Datasets

Datasets #docs #users #docs/user #sens/doc #words/sen #words/doc
Tripadvisor 387,805 9,653 40.17 9.51 16.81 159.84
Yelp2014 231,163 4,818 47.97 11.41 17.26 196.91

The rating scale of Tripadvisor and Yelp2014 are 1–5. #users is the number of users, #docs/user indicates the
average number of documents per user posts in the corpus. #words/sen (doc) indicates the average number
of words in sentence (document). #sens/doc indicates the average number of sentences in document.

Table 5. Aspect Categories and Keywords for Different Datasets

Aspect Keywords Tripadvisor Yelp2014
Facility pool, parking, internet, wifi � –
Value value, price, quality, worth � �
Service server, service, welcome, staff � �
Location location, traffic, minute, walk � �
Food delicious, breakfast, coffee, cheese � �
Room room, bed, clean, dirty � –
Environment atmosphere, music, internet, quiet – �
Others � �
“�” denotes the dataset contains the specific aspect category, while “–” denotes not. “Others” is
a default aspect category.

3.1 Dataset and Data Preprocessing

We evaluate HUAN on two datasets: Tripadvisor and Yelp2014. The first dataset is created by
ourself, which belongs to the hotel domain. And the second one is built by Reference [35], which
belongs to the restaurant domain. Various statistics of these datasets are summarized in Table 4.
We perform simple pre-processing on reviews in our datasets: (1) converting words into lower

cases, (2) stemming words with Porter Stemmer [26], and (3) splitting sentences by Stanford
CoreNLP [22].

3.2 Aspect Segmentation

We apply Aspect Segmentation algorithm [38] to mine aspect information from reviews. Aspect
Segmentation is a boot-strapping algorithm that assigns sentences in our review corpus into dif-
ferent pre-defined aspects. The input for Aspect Segmentation is a collection of review sentences
as well as a few keywords describing aspects, and the output is review sentences with aspect as-
signments. It assigns each sentence to the aspect that shares the maximum word overlapping with
this sentence and expands the words with high dependencies into the corresponding aspect key-
word list [38]. We manually define different aspects for our datasets as well as their keywords in
Table 5.
If there is no word in a sentence matching aspect keywords, we will set a default category

‘others” to the sentence. Other parameters in Aspect Segmentation, such as selection threshold and
iteration times, are set as the same with Reference [38].

3.3 Training and Evaluation Details

We split the datasets into training, development, and testing sets in the proportion of 8:1:1 and
use standardAccuracy to measure the overall sentiment classification performance and use RMSE
to measure the divergences between predicted sentiment ratings and ground truth ratings. The

ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process., Vol. 18, No. 1, Article 7. Publication date: November 2018.
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Accuracy and RMSE are defined as

Accuracy =
T

N
, (26)

RMSE =

√∑N
i=1 (дdi − pri )2

N
, (27)

where T is the numbers of predicted sentiment ratings that are identical with gold sentiment rat-
ings,N is the numbers of documents, andдdi ,pri represent the gold sentiment rating and predicted
sentiment rating, respectively.
Word embeddings could be randomly initialized or pre-trained. For Tripadvisor, we pre-train

the 200-dimensional word-embeddings with SkipGram [23]. For Yelp2014, we use trained word
embeddings by Reference [2]. We also initialize user embeddings randomly and set the user em-
bedding dimension to 200. The dimensions of hidden states and cell states in LSTM cells are also
set to 200. We tune the hyperparameters on the development sets and use Adadelta [46] to update
parameters when training. We select the best model based on performance on the development
set and then evaluate the model on the test set.

3.4 Comparison Methods

We compare HUAN with the following baseline methods for document-level sentiment
classification:

(1) Majority is a heuristic baseline method that assigns the majority sentiment category in
training set to each review in the test dataset.

(2) Trigram trains a SVM classifier with unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams as features.
(3) AvgWordvec averages word embeddings in a document to obtain document representa-

tion that is fed into a SVM classifier as features.
(4) HAN [45] models review in a hierarchical structure (from word-level, sentence-level to

document-level) and utilizes an attention mechanism to capture important words and
sentences, which is only based on text information and achieves state-of-the-art result
in document-level sentiment classification.

(5) BiLSTM uses bidirectional LSTM to model reviews from word-level to document-level
representation without hierarchical structure.

(6) BiLSTM+UA is a variant of BiLSTM that adds user attention to model reviews.
(7) BiLSTM+UAl is another variant of BiLSTM, which not only adds user attention to model

reviews but also concatenates user embedding and document vector to predict sentiment.
(8) NSC+UPA [2] is the state-of-the-art system considering user and product information to

improve document-level sentiment classification.3

(9) HUAN-usr is a variant of HUAN that abandons user information fromHUAN and predicts
sentiment ratings only based on text.

(10) HUAN-asp is also a variant of HUAN, which abandons aspect information from HUAN
and obtains document representation directly from sentence representation.

(11) HUAN-usr-asp is another variant of HUAN, which abandons user information as well as
aspect information.

3As the performance reported in Reference [2] is better than other related work [6, 34, 36] on public dataset Yelp2014, we
only compare HUAN with Reference [2].
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Table 6. Sentiment Classification on Tripadvisor

and Yelp2014 Datasets

Models
Tripadvisor Yelp2014

Acc↑ RMSE↓ Acc↑ RMSE↓
User-agnostic models

Majority 0.413 0.910 0.392 1.097
Trigram 0.578 0.748 0.577 0.804
AvgWordvec 0.610 0.708 0.530 0.893
BiLSTM 0.660 0.668 0.628 0.712
HAN 0.666 0.609 0.638 0.690
HUAN-usr-asp 0.681 0.593 0.642 0.680
HUAN-usr 0.684 0.590 0.644 0.675

User-aware models

BiLSTM+UA 0.693 0.587 0.653 0.673
BiLSTM+UAl 0.703 0.581 0.664 0.663
NSC+UPA 0.710 0.562 0.667 0.654
HUAN-asp 0.712 0.558 0.670 0.652
HUAN 0.715* 0.556 0.672* 0.651

Our full model is HUAN. The best performance in each group
is in bold. “*” indicates that the model significantly outperforms
NSC+UPA. Statistical significance testing has been performed using
paired t-test with p < 0.05.

3.5 Results

Experimental results are given in Table 6. The results are separated into two groups: user-agnostic
models and user-aware models.
For the first group, we can see that Majority performs very poorly because it does not capture

any text information. SVM classifier with unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams Trigram) are powerful
for document-level sentiment classification, which is also better than SVM classifier with average
word embedding (AvgWordvec). When applying bidirectional LSTM to model reviews from word-
level to document-level representation directly, BiLSTM obtains better results compared with
AvgWordvec. However, BiLSTM performs worse than HAN, which indicates that the hierarchical
structure is useful for the document-level sentiment classification task. Our text-only-based model
(HUAN-usr) performs better than HAN, Trigram, and AvgWordvec. When we remove aspect
information from HUAN-usr, the performance is descending (HUAN-usr versus HUAN-usr-asp),
which shows that modeling review from aspects is better than modeling review directly from
sentences for document-level sentiment classification.
For the second group, we can see that the user information is helpful to neural-network-based

models for sentiment classification. Adding such information into BiLSTM, BiLSTM+UA, and BiL-
STM+UAl achieves 3.3% (4.3%) and 2.5% (3.6%) improvements on Tripadvisor and Yelp2014, respec-
tively. With the consideration of such information into HUAN-usr, HUAN also achieves 3.1% and
2.8% improvements in Tripadvisor and Yelp2014. At last, our model obtains better results than the
state-of-the-art system NSC+UPA significantly. It’s worth mentioning our model only considers
user information and NSC+UPA considers user information as well as product information, but
even so, our model outperforms NSC+UPA, which shows that our model can better incorporate
user information for document-level sentiment classification than NSC+UPA. When we remove
aspect information from HUAN, the performance is also descending (HUAN versus HUAN-asp),
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Table 7. Effects of User Preference in Different Levels

on Document-Level Sentiment Classification

No.
Different levels Tripadvisor Yelp2014

WrdUP AspUP PolUP Acc↑ RMSE↓ Acc↑ RMSE↓
1 – – – 0.684 0.590 0.644 0.675
2 � – – 0.703 0.566 0.654 0.668
3 – � – 0.698 0.580 0.650 0.670
4 – – � 0.705 0.565 0.660 0.662
5 � � – 0.705 0.563 0.660 0.660
6 � – � 0.712 0.556 0.670 0.652
7 – � � 0.710 0.561 0.668 0.654
8 � � � 0.715 0.556 0.672 0.651

“�” denotes a model considers the specific preference, while “–” denotes not.

which once again indicates that aspect information is also useful for document-level sentiment
classification.

4 DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we first give some discussions about the effects of different levels’ user preference
on document-level sentiment classification and then visualize multi-level user preference.

4.1 Effects of User Preference in Different Levels

Table 7 shows that the effect of user preference in different levels on sentiment classification.
Here we identify which level user preference is the most important for document-level sentiment
classification. From the table, we can observe that

(1) When our model is user-agnostic (line 1), HUAN gets the worst performance. Even so, it
also performs better than other text-only-based models (Table 6).

(2) When there is only one kind of user preference considered in our model (lines 2–4), HUAN
can obtain at least 1.4% and 0.6% improvements in accuracy compared with the user-
agnostic model. Compared with WrdUP and AspUP, PolUP has the greatest impact on
boosting the performance. The main reason is that PolUP directly model the relationship
between user and sentiment rating, while others only model such information through
words and aspects.

(3) When considering two kinds of user preference (lines 5–7), HUAN can obtain better per-
formance and achieve at least 2.1% and 1.6% improvements in accuracy compared with
the user-agnostic model. The results reconfirm that PolUP is the most important factor to
perform the task.

(4) After WrdUP, AspUP, and PolUP being considered jointly, our model gets the best
performance.

4.2 Visualization of Multi-Level User Preference

4.2.1 Visualization of Word-Level User Preference. To show the ability that HUAN can capture
WrdUP for different users, we take two sentences with “good” posted by different users in Tripad-
visor for example. The content of these two sentences are “The place is really good with nothing
in the area” and “The food is very good and decently priced for here.” These two sentences are in
different circumstances, the former is in a 2-star review while the latter is in a 5-star review. We
visualize the attention weights in word-level for these two users (User1 and User2) and the local
semantic attention (Local Attention) in Figure 2. Here, the local semantic attention indicates the
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Fig. 2. Visualization of attention weights over words for different users.

implementation in Reference [45], which calculates attention over words without considering user
information.
According to our statistics, User1 often gives negative reviews, no matter if “good” appears

in User1’s reviews or not. The word “good” is used 19 times in User1’s reviews and the times it
appears in high-rating or low-rating reviews are almost equal. However, User2 often gives high-
score reviews and always uses “good” to express his attitude to products. Most instances of “good”
appear in high-score reviews for User2. Therefore, “good” means different things for User1 and
User2. HUAN can treat it differently and capture “good” as an unimportant (or important) factor
for User1 (or User2) to determine review score, which is reflected in different attention weights
of “good.” As Local Attention is user-agnostic, it cannot capture the difference and treat “good”
important for all users.

4.2.2 Visualization of Aspect-Level User Preference. To show the ability that HUAN can capture
AspUP for different users, we take three reviews posted by three different users (User3, User4, and
User5) in Tripadvisor for example. Figure 3 visualizes attention weights over aspect-level represen-
tation for these users. User3 posts a negative review and comments three aspects, room, location,”
and other. From the review contents, we can find the main reason why he gives 1 star is that he is
dissatisfied with the room and the location. Therefore we can find he prefers room and location,
and HUAN can also capture the information. Although User4 dislikes the size of hsi room, he likes
the service and also gives 5 stars, which shows that he prefers service more.User5 gives service and
food very positive comments, feels disappointed with location, and finally he only gives 2 stars to
the review, which shows that he cares about location most. At last we can find attention weights
over aspect-level representation for different users can truly show user preferences on different
aspects.
However, these weights only show user preference about aspects in a specific review. To mine

user preference about aspects for all reviews, we should add them up. In our model, γi represents
attention weight at aspect-level in review d and shows user du ’s preference about aspect ai . We
can concatenate all γi to obtain γγγdu by Equation (28), then use γγγdu to represent du ’s preference
about all aspects in d . Finally, given an arbitrary user u in corpus D, we use ΓΓΓu to represent his
preference about all aspects and calculate it through Equation (29):

γγγdu = γ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ γm , (28)

ΓΓΓu =
∑
d ∈D

1{du = u} ×γγγdu , (29)

where 1{·} is the indicator function.
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Fig. 3. Visualization of attention weights over aspects for different users. The upper part shows reviews

posted by three different users. Words with red color, bold, and underlined are aspects for the sentence

before theWords. The below part shows results of attention weights over aspects for these users.

Table 8. Aspects Win the Highest Priority

for Customers in Different Datasets

Tripadvisor Yelp2014
Aspects Percentage Aspects Percentage
Room 56.80% Food 55.92%
Service 27.54% Service 18.70%
Food 12.65% Value 12.27%
Facility 1.60% Location 11.77%

Percentage shows how many users agree with the top as-
pects.

After computing ΓΓΓu , we can get aspect-level preference for all users in our datasets. Then we
show the top aspect4 that a user cares about in different datasets in Table 8 and identify the most
important aspects for choosing hotels and restaurants. And we find that room and service are
the most important factors for customers to compare different hotels. When choosing restaurants,
55.92% users primarily care about food and 18.70% users care about service as the first candidate.

4.2.3 Visualization of Polarity-Level User Preference. As different users have different polarity-
level preferences and HUAN imports user embedding to consider users, we identify whether such
personalized information is encoded in user embedding. To perform the task, we first rank all users
according to their average score in training set. Then the top 10% of users are labeled as high-score
users and the bottom 10% users are labeled as low-score users. Finally, we visualize user embedding
of these users in Figure 4. We find high-schore users and low score users are separated, apparently.

4Here we focus on aspect categories with specific meanings such as service and food, and ignore “other”.
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Fig. 4. t-SNE Visualization for user embeddings. Blue squares and red triangles represent high- score users

and low-score users, respectively.

The visualization shows that user embedding learned by HUAN can encode personalized traits in
scoring reviews.

5 RELATEDWORK

Document-level sentiment classification is a typical task in sentiment analysis [21, 24], which
infers the sentiment polarity of a whole document. Pang et al. [25] regard this problem as a special
case of text classification, and use a machine learning method in a supervised learning framework.
Since the performance of supervised learning methods is heavily dependent on the representation
of data, most studies follow [25] and focus on designing effective features, such as bag-of-opinion
features [27], sentiment lexicon features [14] and word relation features [43].

User information is also used for sentiment classification. Gao et al. [7] design user-specific
features to capture user leniency. Many studies [11, 12, 33] utilize user interactions (such as fol-
lowing, retweeting, etc.) to improve sentiment classification performance. Their main idea is that
sentiments of two messages posted by friends are more likely to be similar than those of two
randomly selected messages. Incorporating this information into a graph-based model [12] or a
supervised method [11] obtains good performance. Other studies [1, 31, 35] also incorporate user
information to perform personalized sentiment classification. Unlike most previous studies that
design hand-crafted features to consider user information, we use neural network approach and
learn discriminative features from data.
Neural-network-based methods are prevalent for sentiment classification due to their ability

to learn discriminative features from data. Socher conducts a series of recursive neural network
models to perform sentiment classification, including recursive autoencoder [29], matrix-vector re-
cursive neural network [28], and recursive neural tensor network [30]. Other studies [32, 34] adopt
recurrent neural network in sentiment classification due to its capacity to capture sequential infor-
mation. Li et al. [15] compare the effectiveness of recursive neural network and recurrent neural
network on five NLP tasks including sentiment classification. Besides, Kim [13] also applies con-
volution neural network to learn sentence representations and obtains outstanding performance
in sentiment classification.
Most existing neural-based sentiment classification models ignore the effect of user information

on determining sentiment polarities. To address this issue, Tang et al. [36] represent each user as
a matrix and introduce a user-word composition vector model (UWCVM) to effectively consider
WrdUP. Finally, they integrate UWCVM into a convolution neural network for review rating pre-
diction. Tang et al. [35] extend Reference [36] by concatenating user embedding and document
representation to consider PolUP. However, it is hard to train with limited reviews, especially for
user matrix [2]. To make training more efficient, Chen et al. [2] and Dou [6] embed user as vectors
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and merge them into a hierarchical LSTM model or deep memory network to perform sentiment
classification. Nevertheless, they only focus on WrdUP and ignore AspUP and PolUP. In conclu-
sion, these related studies either consider user preference in a manner that is difficult to train or
ignore important user preferences. Our model, HUAN, cannot only fully take all these preferences
into consideration, but also is easy to train. Furthermore, HUAN can also mine important aspects
for different users.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we present HUAN, a Hierarchical User Attention Network model, to consider user
information for classifying reviews. To thoroughly analyze the effect of user information on deter-
mining sentiment polarity, we present three kinds of user preference, which are word-level user
preference, aspect-level user preference, and polarity-level user preference. To fully consider these
preferences, HUAN introduces user information as attentions over word-level representation and
aspect-level representation, and generates review representation by combining user and docu-
ment information. When modeling review contents, HUAN imports an aspect layer and encodes
different kinds of information (word, sentence, aspect, and document) in a hierarchical structure.
The proposed model is evaluated on two real-world datasets (Tripadvisor and Yelp14). Experi-

ments show that (1) aspect layer is helpful for document representation, (2) considering user infor-
mation can boost sentiment classification performance by a large margin, and (3) HUAN outper-
forms state-of-the-art methods significantly. Furthermore, HUAN can also mine important aspects
for different users.
In the future, we will first expand user information and explore the effect of user attributes

(such as age and sex) on sentiment classification. Second, as HUAN can mine important aspects
for different users, we will apply HUAN to other personalized tasks, such as personalized recom-
mendation.
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